
Brian Little Productions Wedding Packages 
Spring/Summer 2017 

What sets our wedding films apart from other companies?  

We believe that weddings are more than an event to document for a keepsake.  We believe that weddings 
are a story; A story of two lives coming together at one very special place in time.  Weddings have emotions, 
some happy, some sad.  Weddings have colors, locations, style, and character.  Weddings involve people with 
personalities, hopes, dreams, and ideas. 

Our goal is to capture those people within the event that is taking place. Not so it is documented, but so it is 
captured and remembered in relationship to the story that is unfolding.  Our goal when you watch your finished 
film is to laugh, cry, and remember.  Whether it is the first anniversary or the 50th, we want the emotion to remain 
the same. 

Premiere Wedding Film Package 

The Premiere Wedding package gives you 3-4 camera coverage of the wedding ceremony, 1-2 camera 
coverage of all pre-ceremony activities for up to 5 hours, and 1-2 camera coverage of the reception for up to 
3 hours.  These video clips are used to create a professionally polished wedding film showing all the amazing 
parts of your special day to share with your family and friends. To help tell your story we will come up with a 
plan to use interviews, video clips, or other creative ideas within your highlight video. $3650 

The Package includes: 
-The option of having a session of preproduction planning (meeting with Photographer, Wedding Planner,
Bride/Groom, and Bride’s Parents is HIGHLY recommended during this session).
- The option of having another creative video day to be determined after our planning session.
- Full film editing to approximately 12-15 min. (not including the entire ceremony) mastered out to 3 Blu-ray
discs.  The entire multi-camera ceremony will be included on the disc as a separate chapter on the Menu.
Parts of the ceremony will also be used in the wedding film.  Video(s) delivered in 3 Professionally designed Blu-
ray disc cases or 3 USB flash drives. (Each additional Blu-ray set is $35).

Story Teller Package 

The Story Teller Package takes everything you get with the Premiere Wedding Package from above, but adds 
several upgrades to create the most comprehensive wedding package we can design.  With this package, 
your wedding film is extended to be 15+ mins to fit in all the amazing parts of the story.  Below is a list of 
upgrades to the package – ALL footage shot in the upgrades will be mixed in to the wedding film to help share 
your story with everyone around you. $5450  

The Package Includes (in addition to the components of the Premiere Wedding Package): 
-Full Reception Edit (from Additional Options**)

-Movie Trailer (from Additional Options**)

-Rehearsal Dinner Option 2 (from Additional Options**)

-Raw Video & Project Files (from Additional Options**)

-2 additional Blu-ray disc or USB Flash Drives.



Basic Wedding Highlight Package 

The basic wedding highlight package gives you a short highlight video and full coverage of the ceremony shot 
from a single shooter perspective.  With this package we will arrive to the location 2-3 hours before hand to get 
shots of the venue and the wedding party before ceremony begins.  With this package our team will also stay 2 
hours into the reception to get video clips of your guest arriving and coverage of venue and wedding party 
arriving. (2 additional unmanned cameras are used during the ceremony to give a 3-camera coverage). $2650  
**Note that the coverage for day is not as extensive and does not cover everything as well as the Premiere 
Wedding package including bridal party interviews, but it is more budget friendly. This package only uses a 
single camera operator. 

The Package includes: 
-Full highlight editing to approximately 7-10 min. (not including the entire ceremony) mastered out to 3 Blu-ray
discs.  The entire edited ceremony from 3 cameras will be included on the disc as a separate chapter in the
Menu.  Parts of the ceremony will also be used in the highlight videos.  Video(s) delivered in 3 Professionally
designed Blu-ray disc cases or 3 USB flash drives. (Each additional Blu-ray set is $35).

Ceremony Highlight (NEW Spring 2016!) 

Are you mainly interested in getting the highlights of the ceremony, venue, and decorations, but still want it at 
a budget price? Then this is the package for you! Get a 4-7 minute highlight video of the ceremony including 
all the special shots from the most important part of the day! $1650 This video does not include coverage of the 
bridal party getting ready during the day or the reception. The Video highlights will be given to you in a video 
file format or you can choose a Blu-ray option. 

The Package includes: 
-Ceremony highlight editing to approximately 5-7 min. (not including the entire ceremony) mastered out to 3
Blu-ray discs.  The entire edited ceremony from 3 cameras will be included on the disc as a separate chapter in
the menu.  Video(s) delivered in 3 Professionally designed Blu-ray disc cases or 3 USB flash drives. (Each
additional Blu-ray set is $35).

Ceremony Only 

Are you interested in having just your ceremony only filmed for your wedding? We can come film just the most 
important part of your day in our most simple and economical wedding package.  (2 Camera Coverage - 
$950) (3-4 Camera Coverage - $1250).  Video(s) delivered in 3 Professionally designed Blu-ray disc cases or 3 
USB flash drives. (Each additional Blu-ray set is $35).  

Additional Video Options 

LIVE Internet Streaming  
(Subject to availability of the Internet connection on location) 

Have family or friends out of town? Having a destination wedding or a wedding at a smaller venue? Let us 
setup of live multi camera video feed of your wedding for everyone to see and take part in! As with all 
technology this is dependent upon he availability of a high speed internet connection at the location or a 
strong 3G/4G signal. $1800 (this is in addition to the Ceremony Only, Basic, Premiere, or Story Teller package) 



Full Reception Edit** 
Would you like to have *complete audio and video of all the major events happening at the reception?  How 
about full edits of the dances, cake cuttings, speeches, bouquet/guarder toss, etc.  Add this to your package 
and we will include all of the special moment on your Blu-ray/DVD for you to watch for many years to come 
and remember things exactly how they happen! To give this package even more value, we will include an 
additional camera operator to get the perfect angle and professional polish to the video. $750 *Note: Short 
video clips are captured to edit into the highlight videos, but this option gives you a fully edited version of each 
section of the reception in its entirety so all memories are captured and ready to watch on it’s own chapter 
within the disc! 

 
Reception Highlight  (great addition to the “Ceremony Only” package above) 

Have the option to add coverage of your reception to your ceremony package.  This will include 2 hours of 
video coverage edited down to a short 3-4 min. highlight of all the events taking place during the reception 
including shots of the food, crowd, location, and most of all FUN! $650 

 
Pre-Wedding Interview (New Summer 2016!) 

Get a full session of interviews together as a couple to be included on your wedding Blu-ray disc, and best of all 
have these interviews fully edited to be presented during your reception while your guest wait on your grand 
entrance! Hungry guest now have something to enjoy instead of wondering where you are at so they can eat! 
$450 with the Storyteller or Premiere packages, and $650 with the Basic wedding package.  Note: This 
additional option requires set up and filming to be completed at least 2 weeks before the wedding date.  The 
interviews are already a feature of the Storyteller and Premiere packages, but this option allows us to show the 
edited interviews at the reception while your guest are arriving. We must have access to a projector and 
screen from the reception venue or additional fees may apply.  These fees could include equipment rentals, 
cabling, and other necessary pieces to project the video to the audience. We will provide an audio/video 
technician for the event. 

 
Rehearsal Dinner Option 1  

Highlight Video – Have us create a professional 2-3 minute highlight video pulling clips from the night and all the 
fun happening at the rehearsal dinner.  Many times more stories and emotion come out of the rehearsal dinner 
because of the relaxed atmosphere.  We will provide coverage for up to 4 hours on the night of the rehearsal 
dinner with one camera and audio.  Additional hours can be provided on a “per hour” charge.  $650 

 
Rehearsal Dinner Option 2** 

Have us create the same highlight video in option one, but add on FULL uncut coverage of all the speeches, 
toast, and other important parts of the night so you can watch them in their entirety as a separate chapter on 
the Blu-ray disc. $950 

 
Interview Booth - Basic 

Do you want to add the ability for friends and family to give well wishes and other greetings in a professional 
video atmosphere?  We can set up a fully lit mini studio for people to give their well wishes to the bride and 
groom – be prepared to laugh and cry at the same time!!  Edited into a highlight video and added to your disc 
set, as well as used in the main wedding highlight video to add interest and entertainment value.  $750 
 

Interview Booth – Extreme! (New Spring 2017) 
We have two options for you to really make some memories on your wedding day! Option 1: Let us create a 
real confession booth for people to leave private (probably crazy) messages for you guys.  Some will laugh, 
some will cry, some probably “should have kept that to themselves,” but no matter what – it will be fun to 
watch. Option 2: Get CRAZY with some slow motion! Let us bring a high speed camera to shoot footage of 
anything you can think of watching back in ultra slow motion! Just Google it, you’ll thank me later.   
Both options $1500 
 



Save the Date Video! (New Spring 2017) 
Got a little while till the wedding an want to be creative with your save the date announcement? This is the 
PERFECT option.  We will shoot and edit for you a fully produced video to remind people to save the date, then 
let it FLY on social media and wait for the reaction.  Now this can get a little bit crazy, so we will do a custom 
bid for each couple.  You can expect pricing to begin at $650 for some basic craziness. 
 

Same day Edit (New Spring 2017) 
It is what it says! Get a movie trailer style video the SAME DAY as your wedding for people to watch at the 
reception! I know it is crazy right!?! We will have a staff editor on site for the entire day to produce a short 2:30-3 
min. highlight video for your audience to enjoy. Think about it, they only see you when you walk down the aisle, 
but what about the rest of the day? Give your family and friends the chance to see the day and celebrate with 
you!  Here is the BEST part, you get this video the same night to post to social media to share with the rest of 
world who could not attend your special day. You will be a “wedding beast” after that hits the web. For this, it is 
extremely important to have at least 4 weeks notice before the event to make sure our staff is ready.  Also, we 
must have access to a projector and screen at the venue, or additional equipment charges will be required. 
$1250 
 

Photo Montage Video  
Add a video montage of the pictures from your photographer on your Wedding disc set to music.  This is a 
great way to have a one stop shop for reliving your entire wedding day memories displayed in amazing crystal 
clear High Definition – Displayed on a Large HD TV, it is amazing! $425 (we must have permission from the 
photographer and access to the original picture files). 

 
Movie Trailer** 

Have your wedding day turned into a 1:30-2:00 minute movie trailer to be used on social media within 7-10 days 
of the wedding day.  This video would be a short highlight video showing off some of the best parts of the day, 
and (in real Hollywood fashion) would leave everyone waiting for more when your final highlight video is 
released.  This is a great way to cap off a wonderful celebration and give people a short look into your special 
day.  $550 
 

Honeymoon Option 1 (New Spring 2017)  
Add on a 20-25 min. video detailing the adventure of your honeymoon as you get to star in your own “reality 
style” production. Think of a Travel Channel TV show! We will take our cameras with you from morning until 
evening on all or just a few of your days celebrating your new life together.  $3500 plus all expenses for 1 
camera operator, and 1 crew member. (3 months in advance required).  We're NOT joking - How amazing 
would this be!! 
 

Honeymoon Option 2 (New Spring 2017) 
Want the awesome experience of Honeymoon option 1, but want to step into the role of the cameraman? Let 
us send you with a selection cameras to document your amazing adventure as a new couple! You take the 
video and pictures, and we’ll edit into a highlight video for all to see! We will even through in a ½ of video 
training to make sure you are ready. $2850 (total run time of the highlight video ranges from 15-20 depending 
on the footage captured)    
 

ULTRA HD - 4K 
Do you want to future proof your video and get it ready for the next stage of TV's and Blu-ray players? With 
technology changing everyday, you can get your entire wedding shot in beautiful Ultra HD video that will look 
stunning on the new technology hitting the stores right now.  Add this as an option for your videos and we will 
make sure everything is capture with this amazing new technology.  $500-$650 depending on the package 
chosen. 

 
 



Video Release Celebration!  
You book the location, we’ll bring the BIG screen and sound system… It is as simple as that, have us come out 
to show your wedding film projected in all its high definition glory.  There is something SO SPECIAL about getting 
together with family, friends, and food to watch your video highlight for the very first time! Everyone gets to 
enjoy the newly never before seen film together. $850 Please allow 2 hours for setup before the event. 

 
Hollywood Production  

What about having us film your very own mini-movie, sketch comedy skit, or even mini-musical number to be 
shown at your reception! What if your wedding was encompassed and woven into the story of your journey 
together, shot film style, from the time you met until you are announced as husband and wife.  What if we 
could go back to the place you first met, the place you proposed, or even the “big fight” where you thought it 
was the end of the road.  What if we could recreate those moments together with a full film-style production 
team and capture it on video to tell the story of your journey and YOU were the stars...what if these “scenes” 
could be put together into movie form just like what you would see in your favorite love story? Romantic 
comedy? Or Action movie for some couples! What a completely unique and creative way to entertain your 
family and friends.  Be a part of shaping the future of wedding entertainment be by starring in your own 
production.  This package comes with full scripting, production including professional lighting and sound, and 
full post production editing including color correction, sound design, and even virtual effects!  This will be a 
wedding that no one will ever forget. Budgets are determined based on the size of the project, but start at 
$2400 

 
Raw Video and Project Files** 

With the typical wedding there is so much additional footage that doesn't get used in the final edit? With this 
option we will back up all the audio, video, and project files from your wedding to a portable hard drive for 
your safe keeping.  After the project has been delivered to the client, all footage is erased from our hard drives 
to get ready for the next special day.  With this option, you don't have to worry about not have a special video 
clip or memory, because they will all be there waiting for you when you need them. $375 
 

Video by the hour (New Spring 2017) 
Add this option to any package list above and custom create how much coverage and editing you would like 
to have for your wedding day.  Have smaller budget, but want more hourly coverage? This is your answer… 
Have a large budget, and want to add a few more hours to catch a special moment? Here is your answer! The 
hourly rate is based on the other services offered – Please contact us for a specific amount. 
 
Additional Blu-ray Disc sets - $35 
Flash Drive with High Definition video files - $35 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Package Comparison Table 
Production Element 

Upgraded options in BOLD 
Story Teller   
Package 

$5250 

Premiere 
Package 

$3450 

Basic 
Packag

e 
$2450 

Ceremon
y 

Highlight 
$1650 

Ceremon
y Only (2 
options) 
$850/$12

50 
Single Videographer   * * * 

Multiple Videographers * *   * 
3 Camera Ceremony Coverage   * * * 
4 Camera Ceremony Coverage * *   * 

Partial Reception Coverage (up to 2 hours)*   *   
Full Reception Coverage (3+ hours)* * *    

*Reception clips used within the highlight video/film   * *   
Pre-Ceremony Coverage of the Venue and 

Decorations 
* * * *  

Pre-Ceremony Coverage of the Wedding Party * * *   
Bridal Party Interviews (Pre-arranged before the 

Wedding) 
* *    

Professional Licensed Audio Track * * * *  
4-7 min. highlight video, including edited ceremony    *  

7-10 min. highlight video, including edited ceremony   *   
12-15 min. wedding film, including edited ceremony  *    
15+ min. wedding film, including edited ceremony *     

Pre-production wedding planning session(s) * *    
Option of having another day of shooting interviews * *    

3 professional design Blu-ray sets  *  * * * 
5 professional design Blu-ray sets *     

Includes! Full Reception Edit (from Additional Options**) *     
Includes! Movie Trailer (from Additional Options**) *     

Includes! Rehearsal Dinner Option 2 (from Additional 
Options**) 

*     

Includes! Raw Video & Project Files (from Additional 
Options**) 

*     

 

How to book a date? 
First, contact us to verify that the date is available.  In some cases we will only book a single event within a 
certain period because of the size and scope of its requirements, so please contact us early to schedule your 
project.  A 50% deposit is required to book a date and then the remaining 50% is due on or before the date of 
the event. 

Note(s): 
As of November 2016, we will not long offer standard DVDs as a method to distribute wedding content, 
however USB Flash drives will be given as an option for customers to purchase. 
 
All of the video packages listed above come with full audio licensing for use in the home and on the internet – 
copying or distributing any part of the videos from Brian Little with out permission is prohibited.  All video remains 
property of Brian Little to be used for future promotions of my work and can be used as I see fit.  In some cases, 
based on the distances and particular nuances of a location, additional fees maybe required for personnel, 
equipment rentals, travel cost, etc.   

Contact Information: 
Brian Little 

910 Creek Run Place Temple, Ga 30179 
678-779-4747 

brianwlittle@live.com 
Portfolio Site: https://vimeo.com/channels/brianlittleweddings 



 

Wedding Film Information Sheet: 
 
What type of ceremony are you planning? 
 
What time will the ceremony take place? 
 
Is it indoor or outdoor? 
 
What Religion or Denomination is the ceremony affiliated with? 
 
What are the rules and regulations of the venue (i.e. are their restrictions for cameras to move through the 
ceremony)? 
 
What level of movement do you prefer during your ceremony 
 
 1 (be a statue --------- 5 (I don’t care, get the amazing shot!) 
 
Do you have anything unique/special parts of the ceremony we need to be aware of?  Do these events 
require the audience to stand during the ceremony? 
 
How many speakers, songs, special prayers, etc. will you have that need to be covered? 
 
Will there be a “first look” between the bride and groom before the ceremony? 
 
Will you take group/bridal party pictures before or after the ceremony? 
 
Will you take your pictures at the same location as the ceremony venue? If not where will they be taken? 
 
How close is the reception location to the ceremony venue? 
 
When does the reception officially begin after the ceremony? 
 
When does the reception officially end (when will you leave)? 
 
Will you have a “fake leave” before the end of the reception, or will your officially departure from the venue be 
the finale? 

 
 


